INTRODUCTION
Sequence and structure comparisons are widely used to identify protein similarities and to derive functional or structural information (1) . Indeed, the sequence-sequence software, Psi-BLAST (2) , is now a standard for identifying protein homology (within five iterations by default). When various homologous sequence can be gathered, multiple alignments are also used to define conservation and deduce functional information. Distinct programs such as CLUSTALW (3), T-COFFEE (4) and MUSCLE (5) are available to perform this task rapidly and efficiently. Thanks to the gathering of protein 3D structures into available databases such as the PDB (6), sequencestructure relationships can be analysed to improve protein sequence comparisons. Remote similarities can be detected, routinely, using fold-recognition software such as FUGUE (7), SP3 (8) and many others. More recently, the efficiency of the profile-based approach was greatly improved through profile-profile comparisons (9) or similar methods based on Hidden Markov-Model such as HHSEARCH (10) . These tools take into account structural information and/or protein evolution more accurately to provide better structural alignments (SAs). The latter can be evaluated and refined using various software combining alignment editing and structure visualization such as ViTO (11) or JalView (12) . Further validation and analysis of SAs can be obtained through molecular modeling. Crude and partial 3D models can be extracted from 3D templates using TITO (13) in order to validate the input SA with the potential of mean force PKB (14) . Alternatively, side-chain conformations can be optimized on fixed backbone using SCWRL (15) . Complete modeling is routinely obtained using MODELLER (16) for each compatible template separately, or using the multitemplate option. These models can be evaluated using standard sequence-structure compatibility functions, such as Verify3D (17) . Clustering of modeled 3D structures using MaxCluster (18) and 3D-Jury (19) has been shown to efficiently highlight optimal 3D models or identify similar regions in related templates. All these programs (and many others) work efficiently, but their combination is often necessary in order to complete a predictive analysis. The use of multiple programs implies numerous data format changes, which tend to discourage or confuse many.
Automatic procedures are now available to provide 3D models of good quality when the sequence identity is above 30% and databases of 3D models exist (1) . Important functional prediction can be also performed at much lower level of sequence similarities in the socalled twilight zone (see examples below). Indeed, it was recently shown that threading or fold recognition can be used for functional annotation and ligand-docking predictions (20) . However, at lower level of similarities, consensus methods are needed and several tools have to be used for each task necessary for the completion of predictive modeling. This requires tedious changes of data formats as most software use specific input and output formats. This significantly slows down or limits an efficient use of the above-mentioned programs. Modeling proteinligand complexes remains an even more difficult task. Template searches generally focus on sequence similarities rather than on the presence or not of a ligand bound to the template. Nevertheless, in most protein families, one template may provide the best protein scaffold, while another related template may provide a valid ligand (or a similar compound). Meanwhile, the lower the sequence conservation, the lower the model quality limiting the functional insights which can be derived. This means that at the end of an extensive sequence similarity search and molecular modeling study, virtual docking is unlikely to produce valid results. This currently limits extensive protein function annotations. Indeed, even the identification of the potential active site might be complicated.
Paradoxically, indicating a potential ligand or biological activity may help in validating the proposed sequence similarities. Improving sequence-structure alignment and simultaneously analysing interactions with potentially relevant ligands may help in refining template selection, molecular modeling and function predictions. Connecting structure analyses and functional annotations is more and more necessary for genome analysis. This has been exemplified previously even at very low level of sequence identity (10-15%; see examples below). These works relied on expertise and long-term sequence studies. The rapidly rising pace of genome sequencing requires improved capabilities for efficient structure modeling and function prediction (20) .
A new server, named @TOME-2, has been developed to bridge comparative modeling and comparative docking in order to extend sequence analysis from fold recognition to functional annotation. Various features have been implemented and numerous programs interfaced to connect sequence with 3D structure and putative ligands. A former version of the fold recognition and comparative modeling pipeline was described previously (21) , while a web server dedicated to the analysis of ATP-binding pockets of protein kinases, has been developed and used to validate the so-called comparative docking approach (22) . In the new server @TOME2, state-of-the-art programs for fold recognition, structural alignment evaluation and editing as well as comparative modeling have been connected. Comparative docking can be performed on-the-fly for any selected model built and any small ligand detected among the aligned templates. Ligands are posed according to protein-protein superposition. The resulting complexes are evaluated using the scoring function of MedusaScore (23) and of AUTODOCK (24) .
Fold recognition and in-depth evaluation of structural alignments are first performed in background. Supplementary evaluation, modeling and docking tasks can be performed interactively. The new server is made freely accessible to the academic community. Several examples are described to illustrate the use and the performance of @TOME-2.
METHODS @TOME-2 allows one to submit a simple amino-acid sequence to perform various protein-structure analysis and prediction ( Figure 1 ). It is a pipeline written in Perl wrapping numerous databases and software developed by the bioinformatic community. Two major steps are currently available. The first step is a calculation run in background, to optimally detect sequence-structure compatibility. An e-mail is sent upon completion of the foldrecognition search and structural-alignment evaluation. The second step is an interactive refinement procedure to further validate and exploit the detected similarities. In both cases, the results are displayed as an HTML page with clickable menus, selection boxes, links and embedded JAVA applets. Results can be also downloaded in various formats.
Starting page
The front page allows the user to fill in three mandatory fields: a title, the primary sequence (in one-letter code) and an e-mail address (see below). Clickable options and menus allow one to select the required modules and the corresponding software (e.g. for fold recognition) or databases (e.g. ligand types for comparative docking). Specific options can be also selected (e.g. 'molecular replacement' module to be described elsewhere).
Background calculations
Currently, @TOME-2 performs fold recognition using four distinct tools dedicated to sequence-sequence (Psi-BLAST and HHsearch) or sequence-structure comparisons (FUGUE and SP3). These four programs use different algorithms and/or distinct databases. This allows consensus calculations to optimally detect compatible templates. The fold-recognition searches are now performed on our 17-node LINUX cluster. The output of the four programs corresponds to pairwise sequence-structure alignments in various formats. Furthermore, the scoring functions vary from one fold-recognition tool to another making comparison difficult. Sequence identity may be of limited value for low level of sequence conservation (say 10-15%) or for short sequence alignment (below 70-80 residues). It is rather a crude estimate of the quality of the SA (and potentially of the difficulty for a subsequent modeling study). Furthermore, to increase speed, the front-end software used for fold recognition (e.g. FUGUE, SP3) takes advantage of the so-called 'frozen-approximation' (25) . In order to circumvent these limitations, additional scoring functions are used to evaluate the selected structural alignments (13) .
A first round of evaluation is performed, for all the SAs produced by the fold-recognition search. Sequence identity and T-COFFEE score are computed. Then the common cores shared by each template (experimental 3D structures) and the query protein (according to each SA) are extracted using TITO and are evaluated using the PKB potential of mean force (using side-chain centroid pair contacts; 14). MaxCluster (18) is used to identify common substructures within the aligned regions given a distance threshold (0.8 Å by default, in @TOME-2). The Hierarchical Clustering algorithm (by default in @TOME-2) is used and the average linkage method permits to calculate distance between nodes. Then, the 3D-Jury score (19) is used to evaluate the corresponding partial models. These scores are combined to compute a new consensus scoring function in order to select the 20 best SAs. For speed, only the latter are submitted to a second round of evaluation. Using SCWRL 3.0 (15), substituted side chains are built on a fixed backbone. Strictly conserved residues are constrained during this conformational search. The corresponding models of the 3D protein cores are evaluated using the software Verify3D. Finally, a new consensus scoring function is computed by @TOME-2. The scoring scheme is currently based on a heuristic function (see online documentation).
By default, the best 20 SAs (according to @TOME-2 ranking score) are displayed on the result page with a color scheme (helix in red, strands in blue and loops in green, while for the strictly conserved residues in loops are shown in black) corresponding to secondary structures assigned using P-SEA (26) . They are all gathered in a multiple alignment (or a set of multiple alignments) without changing the original pairwise alignments while propagating the necessary gaps.
Upon completion of this background sequencestructure comparison, an overview of the results should indicate whether a set of significantly similar structures has been detected or not. In the former case, molecular modeling and ligand docking may be reasonably envisioned and be obtained through the Web interface. If no consensus is highlighted, alternative clustering, SA editing or modeling are required to potentially establish more subtle similarities. These tasks can be performed interactively with no need to manually change the data format. When necessary, these tasks are carried out automatically using dedicated scripts or through the server PAT (27) and openBabel (http://openbabel.sf.net).
Interactive functionalities
The main functionalities of @TOME-2 can be accessed through the menu below the results page. This requires selecting some SAs, and, if neccesary ligands. Selection is done by clicking boxes on the left side of each SA or on the left side of the line describing the corresponding ligand. The displayed SAs can be re-ranked according to any scoring function including the original alignment score from Psi-BLAST, Fugue, HHsearch and SP3 or the sequence identity. Another set of SAs (e.g. those corresponding to protein-ligand complexes) can be selected and displayed using the left-panel menu. The necessary model building and structural evaluations are performed immediately. Similarly, the coloring scheme can be changed (e.g. to highlight residues in contact with selected ligands).
SA editing is the first task proposed in the main menu. It sends the selected SAs to a JAVA editor, JalView (12) or to automatic tools for multiple sequence alignments. This corresponds to a rather expert use, especially in the case of manual editing. The T-COFFEE coloring scheme may help in identifiying locally incorrect alignment. This may also guide selection of complementary SAs to be combined at the step of model building (see below).
Clustering by structure-structure comparisons can be re-run using other thresholds (0.6 Å -1.0 Å ) and/or various sets of SAs. This may help gathering more distantly related structures using a slighly looser threshold (1.0 Å instead of 0.8 Å ). This would validate the recognition of a global fold or super-secondary structure type. Using a tighter threshold may indicate some structural variation among the detected templates or protein subfamily. This can lead to focused selection and refined molecular modeling. Organization in domains with potential conformational changes should be taken into account while using this tool.
Obviously, convincing SAs should prompt the user to run MODELLER on several of the best templates either separately or in combination (using the multi-template option). Alternatively, extensive modeling may be performed to evaluate each selected SAs. Automatic building of valid 3D models (according to MODELLER energy and Verify3D score) would suggest that correct protein similarities have been detected at the fold-recognition step. This round of 3D-model building may serve to select the best possible templates. Then, the latter may be used in combination (as a multiple template) or provide a starting multiple SA to be edited and refined (see below). Several models (up to 4) can be built for each template at each run. The best energy (or Verify3D score) is written in the main result page. The corresponding link brings the user to a specific result page containing further model evaluations, details on the modeling run and a model visualization module using the Jmol applet (http://www.jmol.org). @TOME-2 integrates an original interface to comparative docking of small molecules that are detected in the PDB file of each template. By default, this includes small organic molecules but it can also include ions, peptides, sugar compounds and nucleic acids (upon selection in the submission form). All the ligands in close contact (one atom at <4 Å from one atom of the template polypeptide) are taken into consideration. Contacts are classified according to three distance thresholds (4, 6 and 8 Å , respectively). In order to increase the speed of ligand detection, all ligand-protein distances have been precomputed for the whole PDB database and stored in a local database called CBE for 'Contact Between Entities'. Access to the database CBE is available at http:// abcis.cbs.cnrs.fr/AT2/cbe.html. The number of ligands detected is shown for the corresponding template on the result page. Upon clicking on this number, the ligands are listed to show their name, size, nature, the number of residues in contact and the highest similarity to a biological ligand listed in PROCOGNATE (28) . The residues that are in contact with the selected ligand(s) are highlighted on a copy of the SA. Highlighting the positions in contact can be used for the selection of the ligand, of the 3D template or of the best alignment. A box can be clicked to select the desired ligand. Comparative docking can be performed for a set of selected 3D-models and ligands. It may preferentially be done using constrained 3D models built using TITO or SCWRL, especially at low level of sequence identity (below 25%). 3D models built by MODELLER might be used for docking only when excellent SAs have been obtained. In all cases, 3D models and the template structure in complex with the desired ligand are superposed using MaxCluster (18) . Then, the novel protein-ligand interactions (but those including metal ions) are computed using MedusaScore (23) and AUTODOCK (24) . The best interaction score is displayed in the main result page. A link brings the user to a docking result page containing a score table and a Jmol applet for visualization of the protein-ligand complexes and the corresponding protein-protein superposition. Ranking by superposition score or interaction score can be done. A table of results is drawn for each type of 3D models (built by TITO, SCWRL or MODELLER). This may highlight trouble in model completion or the role of the strictly conserved residues in the interactions. In this way, comparative docking can provide a local evaluation of sequence conservation (e.g. within active sites). This may distinguish homologous from analogous templates or suggests some functional variations (e.g. ligand specificity). Finally, a short and focused simulation can be performed using AUTODOCK 4.0 (24) to refine the ligand positions. All the computed complexes can be downloaded. Longer simulation might be necessary for complete exploration of the binding pocket and ligand conformational space. Thus, all the necessary input files can be also downloaded.
Finally, the main menu allows the user to archive the desired SAs in various formats (such as PIR and FASTA). A set of 3D models (or templates) can be superposed using the program Matt (29) and then saved as a compressed tar file. The SAs saved in PIR format can be edited using ViTO (11) or used in MODELLER offline. All the mentioned options should help recognizing the proper templates for comparative modeling, potentially some ligands, and tentatively combine them. The usefulness of the described pipeline is exemplified below for several case studies.
Case studies
Example 1: Ssu72 from yeast. Ssu72 is a small protein previously shown to be conserved in eukaryotes. It was genetically linked with a serine/threonine kinase and was known to physically interact with transcription initiation and termination complexes (30) . In parallel, we have provided evidence that yeast Ssu72 is a phosphatase of unknown specificity by means of extensive sequence analysis and molecular modeling. Ligand docking by similarity allowed the correct identification of the active site in agreement with subsequent mutagenesis studies. We also successfully predicted its inhibition by ortho-vanadate, a generic inhibitor of the phosphatase/arsenic reductase superfamily (30) . Identical predictions can now be performed using @TOME-2 within a few clicks and in a semi-automatic manner (see: http://abcis.cbs.cnrs.fr/ ATV2/EG/70890/atome.html). Clustering of the sequence conservation in the catalytic center is rapidly highlighted, while the prediction of the substrate specificity appears elusive as the remaining of the sequence seems highly divergent (overall sequence identity 15%). The role of best conserved motif ('C-x 2 -N-x 2 -R-S') can be readily deduced from comparative docking (see Figures 2  and 3 ). As shown previously (30) , the resulting conclusions can be tested more easily and more accurately than usual biophysical evaluation of a global structure conservation. Indeed, we are still awaiting the resolution of its structure but this enzyme has been already shown to be a serine/ threonine phosphatase with an original substrate specificity (31).
Example 2: CggR from Bacillus subtilis. CggR belongs to the SorC family of bacterial transcriptional regulators, which control the expression of genes and operons involved in carbohydrate catabolism (32) . Automatic fold recognition and molecular modeling of CggR can rapidly reveal the presence of a winged-helix DNA-binding motif followed by a C-terminal domain presenting weak similarity (10% of global sequence identity) with glucosamine-6-phosphate deaminases from the NagB family. Before the 3D structure of the latter domain was completed, a predictive analysis of structure/function relationship suggested that the C-terminal region of CggR could be involved in binding of a phosphorylated sugar. Indeed, in vitro, fructose-1,6-biphosphate was the only sugar compound capable of interfering with CggR cooperative binding to DNA (32) . The same conclusions can be drawn using @TOME-2, first, to delimit the domain boundaries (see: http://abcis.cbs.cnrs.fr/ATV2/EG/87746/ atome.html), and then to build satisfactory 3D models. Comparative ligand docking highlights the role of some conserved residues in the recognition of one of the two phosphate groups of the actual ligand of CggR. Their importance for the function of this repressor has been confirmed by means of mutagenesis and biochemical analyses (32) . The lost of the catalytic residues can be also derived from the sequence-structure comparison in agreement with the binding of an effector by the repressor without chemical modification.
Example 3: Rop2. More recently, we used @TOME-2 to confirm the absence of ligand binding in the active site pocket of an atypical protein kinase from Toxoplasma gondii. While ATP transfer could be successfully Result page of @TOME-2. Example of results after a background calculation for the yeast protein Ssu72 followed by selection of ligands. Residues of selected experimental templates are colored according to secondary structure (red, blue and green stand for helix, strand and loop, respectively) or according to their distance to the selected ligands (Boxes in yellow, orange or red for distances below 8, 6 and 4 Å , respectively).
performed for a paralogous but active proteine kinase such as Rop18 using KinDOCK (33), the more divergent Rop2 sequence could not be properly aligned with the older procedure. Thanks to the state-of-the-art fold-recognition software embedded in @TOME-2, longer and better SAs are obtained (see: http://abcis.cbs.cnrs.fr/ ATV2/EG/48308/atome.html). Their quality and coverage can be assessed as well as that of the corresponding 3D models. This represents a significant improvement over the former server.
CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES
As shown previously for the protein-kinases (22) and as illustrated by the above examples (and other to be found in the HTML documentation), successful combination of sequence-structure comparisons with ligand docking is possible even at very low levels of sequence identity (10-20%) in agreement with recent statistical validations (20) . This prompted us to make the methodology easily available through a Web-service. However, new scoring functions for evaluation of SAs, 3D models and proteinligand complexes shall be implemented to improve ranking and prediction reliability using consensus strategies. Similarly, functional information corresponding to the templates shall be displayed. Nevertheless, it should be pointed out that predictions must be always regarded as hypothetical (especially at low level of sequence identity) and as shown in the above examples, should rather serve to guide experimental validations.
